Suitability for workstations

LaserCut

Computers have completely revolutionised the modern workplace
over the last few years.

LaserCut from KADECO gives panel tracks a distinctive finish.
Our modern, computerised laser technology can inscribe a wide
range of motifs, symbols or lettering into the drape - in precise
accordance with your requirements.

New discoveries relating to how workstations should be designed
with employees‘ health in mind have led to a range of laws and
ordinances. These have become compulsory for the employers.

This symbol characterises all fabrics on the sample pages
which are suitable for LaserCut motifs. With LaserCut, the interplay
between light and shadow reaches new dimensions.

For the precise wording, please refer to:
- Requirements for office workstations with visual display
terminals ISO 9241-6
- German workplace ordinances (sections 7 and 9)
- German workplace guidelines
- German employer‘s liability insurance association information
(BGI 827/prevention)

Care instructions

The information can be summarised as follows:
- Every window must be fitted with a suitable, adjustable glare
protection device
- Annoying glare and reflection on screens must be avoided
- The equipment should be adjustable so that users have a
line of sight to the outside world, for most of the time at least.

KADECO panel tracks are resistant to dust and dirt because of the
special coating that is applied to both sides. However, should you
still wish to clean them, please follow the specific care instructions
by referring to the cleaning symbols.
Prior to cleaning, remove the panel carriage and the bottom profile in any case.

Information on implementing the statutory requirements
Thanks for their adjustability and the different levels of material
transparency available, panel tracks are particularly suitable for
internal glare protection. KADECO can offer an extensive range of
fabrics for non-residential buildings:
= suitable for workstations
Panel tracks with a transmission value of max. 5 %, particularly for
south-facing locations
= suitable for workstations to an extent
Panel tracks with a transmission value of between 6 % and 20 %
(see graphics) for use in north-facing, east-facing or west-facing
locations:
Take the maximum transmission value for the corresponding
compass direction into consideration. Your guideline should be: as
much daylight as possible - as little glare protection as necessary.
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Brushing
Soiling such as dust can generally be removed by brushing the
fabric with a soft clothes brush or by vacuuming it carefully.

Other factors you should take into account:
- Position/orientation of screens (around 90° in relation to 		
window)
- Matching of panel track colours to room environment
- White/bright fabrics can lead to internal reflections
- Covered/mat colours and surfaces optimise the results
- Darkening panel tracks may make it necessary to use artificial 		
light
You wil find further practical information about implementing the
EU directive in the brochure published by the German association
VIS (Verband innenliegender Sicht- und Sonnenschutz e.V.) This
information does not claim to be complete, and does not exclude
any other equivalent technical solutions that are equally safe.
The information provided above is based on case studies
according to information from the VIS and is used merely
for determining the necessary transmission values. In certain
unfavourable situations, external glare protection measures may
be required in addition.
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Damp cloth
To wipe the panel track with a damp cloth, place it on a smooth
surface. Wipe the panel track carefully on both sides with a soft
cloth which has been moistened with a mild detergent.
Cleaning bath
Loosely roll up the individual lengths of fabric. Reach into a rolled
up length of fabric from the side and move it around in warm mild
detergent (max. 30°C) for no more than 10 - 15 minutes. After
immersing the fabric, rinse it out with clean water, let it drip for a
moment and then hang it back up while still wet. Once the end
profile has been attached to the lengths of fabric, hang them up
(with a towel underneath to catch the drips) and allow them to dry
with the window open

Childproof operation according to DIN EN 13120
The European standard DIN EN 13120 contains special requirements for child safety of sun protection devices. Hereby, the
danger of strangulation of infants by operating chains or operation loops has to be minimised. As far as the respective operating
elements are contained in the product, the mininum distance to the
ground (generally 150 cm) and the use of special security components has to be observed.
Being a responsible manufacturer, we respect - as a matter of
course - the normative requirements and offer childsafe operating
options for each type. Please take care of the local conditions
when ordering our KADECO sun protection device in regards to a
childsafe and comfortable operation.
For further information, please visit www.kadeco.de, contact the
national inter-trade organisation (ViS - Verband innenliegender
Sonnenschutz) or the national standardisation institute.
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